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Having just completed my two-year Master's degree in
International Marketing & Communication Strategy in the
Luxury Industry at the École Supérieure de la Publicité, and
currently working for an Artificial Intelligence startup in
Paris, this subject naturally came to mind. Indeed, after a
frantic search for an apprenticeship, dozens of job offers
scoured, as many Glassdor reviews consulted, and 6
months spent in a prestigious communications agency,
one thing became clear.

The gap between the reality as perceived by employees
and applicants, and the company's willingness to promote
itself (whether through the promotion of its employer brand
or on job applications). 

This discrepancy is known as "happy washing". This
communication strategy (internal or external) consists in
highlighting the company's actions in favor of employee
well-being, even though these do not reflect the reality on
the ground. This practice may be beneficial in the short
term for attracting talent, but can damage the company's
reputation in the long term, leading to a drop in motivation
and productivity.

The aim of this white paper is to help you understand this
phenomenon, and communicate more effectively with your
employees and the talent you wish to recruit, so that your
marketing strategy lives up to your reputation.
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INTRODUCTION
The employer brand is your company's showcase, so it's essential
to take care of it, to attract qualified talent, avoid turnover among
your current employees, have your reputation well perceived by
public opinion, customers, stakeholders and shareholders... 

Communicating on all the actions implemented within the
company to promote employee well-being, your CSR commitment,
your objectives... is a necessary and virtuous action, unless behind it
lies "happy washing". 

This deceptive practice consists of communicating positively about
the state of your company's QWL, even though your employees are
not at all of the same opinion. Beware, as the consequences of this
discrepancy can be disastrous for your reputation! 

In fact, society is currently undergoing profound changes in the
way new talent is viewing the world of work. More than just a
necessity, work must now respond to a need for understanding of
missions, a desire to have a positive impact on the world, a search
for transparency and sincerity on the part of companies...

Having a strong employer brand will set you apart from your
competitors, have a positive impact on recruitment and can also
"reduce the cost of hiring by 50% and cut turnover by 28%"*.

Together, we're going to understand the new trends and issues
behind recruitment 2.0, the new expectations with regard to
employer branding, and the different ways of communicating to
stay competitive and generate commitment.

*Eda Gultekin



PART 1 :
STATE 
OF 
PLAY



A powerful tool

When properly exploited, employer
branding can be an invaluable
strategic lever: it increases
employee commitment, loyalty,
attractiveness and motivation,
making the company desirable to
future talent.  

Beyond its impact within the
company itself, employer branding
also reflects the company's
reputation in the eyes of
customers, investors, service
providers, the media and public
opinion... It is therefore essential to
know how to handle it correctly.

Reminder : 
Employer branding

A versatile showcase 

Employer branding translates the company's image to current and
potential employees. It conveys the company's values, mode of
operation and work environment, as well as identifying its most
important aspects. It also highlights what differentiates the
company from its competitors.



95 %
of jobseekers look for infos
about the company they

are applying to

of employees would be
prepared to leave their
company for one with a

better reputation

of candidates would
accept a lower salary if

the company had a good
online reputation

67 %

84 %

(Study StepStone
2011)

(Link Humans 2019)

(Link Humans 2019)



43 %
lower costs for

companies with a
strong employer

brand

of employees consider
happiness at work to be

more important than
salary

of "new generation"
employees believe it is
essential to be in tune

with the company's
culture

88 %

61 %

(CRO Magazine)

(Link Humans 2019)

(Wildgoose 2017)



A misleading strategy

"Green washing, pink washing... The term "washing" is no longer
unfamiliar to you. But what is this new variant? 

Happy washing is the deceptive practice of communicating about
the well-being of your employees, when in reality they don't share
this opinion at all. 

In effect, the company will publicize all the actions it is
implementing in favor of QWL (quality of life at work) for its
employees, whereas its management style does not reflect this
communication. 

Here's an example you may be familiar with: a company that
installs a table soccer table, offers monthly after-work parties on
the pretext that employee well-being is important to it, whereas in
practice, overtime is not respected, no teleworking is offered,
complaints of discrimination are not taken into account, employees
don't feel listened to...

In the context of employer branding, consistency is needed between the
promises made by the employer and the reality of the company's
actions. In fact, a significant discrepancy between these two variables,
as felt by the candidate before and after the recruitment process, can
lead to disappointment, disengagement, or even "breach of the
psychological contract" and thus drive the candidate to leave the
company (study conducted by Charbonnier-Voirin et al. in 2013).

What is
"Happy
washing" ? 



Employer branding, the breeding ground for successful
recruitment 

Employer branding and the search for talent are intimately linked.
Indeed, it's when a candidate is interested in a company that they
will research it, and employer branding will provide them with the
information they need to make their choice. The credibility of the
information shared is therefore essential, as candidates are "in
search of truth and transparency" regarding their future employer
(StepStone 2011 survey).

A short-term benefit with far-reaching consequences

This misleading advertising may attract bright talent, but will
subsequently lead to lower motivation, lower productivity, more sick
leave, burn-outs and resignations, which is not at all beneficial for
the company and its reputation. 

"It takes 20 years to build a reputation, and five minutes to ruin
it"*.

In the age of social networks and platforms such as Welcome to the
Jungle or Glassdoor, "Balance ta startup"...information circulates at
lightning speed. When a company is accused of happy washing,
the consequences are quickly felt. Fewer applications,
resignations... It can even go further: backlash on social networks,
withdrawal of investors, drop in sales... So think twice before using
this practice.

What are the
risks of happy
washing?

*Warren Buffet



Don't confuse happy washing with
happyness management

It's noble to want employees to feel good
and fulfilled at work, by taking real action to
bring about change within the company. In
fact, a study by the English University of
Warwick reveals that the productivity of a
team that feels good in its working
environment increases by 12%. 

Hiring a Happyness Manager, setting up
breakfast meetings once a week, organizing
events to create group cohesion, organizing
monthly meetings with HR, regularly
sending satisfaction questionnaires to
employees... are all very good ideas if
management has a real desire to change
things and establishes a dialogue with
employees. 

We only talk about happy washing when
there's an inconsistency between the
communication made about these actions
and the real feelings of employees, which
can tarnish the company's image.



PART 2 :

NEW
STAKES



Talent in search of meaning

The way people relate to work has changed radically in recent years, and this
trend is set to gain momentum over the next 10 years. No longer do they simply
choose a job, they now choose an environment, a company that will meet
their needs and desires. The terms used in your employer branding
communication must therefore be chosen with care, as they will be decisive in
a candidate's decision to apply or, on the contrary, to pass up the opportunity.

The 
Talent
War

**Report by Wunderman Thompson Intleligence - “Future 100”
*2022, survey of 500 talents in the Elinoi community

"72% of talents
rank the impact
and meaning of
the job among

their top 3 search
criteria "*.

Indeed, today's talents would be prepared to remain
unemployed for a longer period until they have found
a company whose principles they share. The "value of
work" is no longer enough to motivate candidates;
they are now looking for meaning and a job with
"impact". In a post-Covid-19 context, climate
emergency, political instability... the need to re-
enchant everyday life is sorely felt**.

The work imperative is now part of a broader framework, with the question
"Why am I doing this?". They no longer join a job out of "pure economic utility",
but out of a sense of personal usefulness and fulfillment. One of the most
important de-motivating factors occurs when an employee doesn't
understand the usefulness of his or her tasks, whether from a micro or macro
point of view.

However, it's clear that this "quest for meaning" is inherent to everyone, and
differs from one profile to another. But it is above all this questioning itself that
is interesting to use as a lever in your employer brand communication.
Understanding candidates' new expectations will enable you to remain
competitive. From the company's point of view, it's crucial to communicate
your positioning, to give meaning to what you do and why you do it.



An impact company is defined as "a commercial enterprise
that makes a number of social and environmental
objectives central to its business model"*. Positioning
yourself as an impact company in your employer branding
communication can be beneficial in attracting new-
generation talent, but be careful to take concrete actions
internally, otherwise you run the risk of being accused of
greenwashing or even "impact washing" (the term washing is
indeed infinitely adaptable).

Company
impact

In today's ever-changing society,
refusing to place impact at the heart
of HR and recruitment policies will
dry up your source of candidates. We
have seen that talented people need
to be reassured by their employer
that their work is worthwhile, that
their objectives are being met... It's
certainly not possible to spend all
one's time reassuring employees, but
defining the main thrusts of the
strategy and reiterating them on a
managerial level on a fairly regular
basis will be beneficial. If employees
and talent feel some form of
sincerity on your part, it will be easier
to attract their attention and you'll
have a better employee retention
rate. It will also have a positive
impact on your customers and
stakeholders, as they will know that
you are ready to meet the
challenges of the new 2.0 society.

Impact is a powerful lever for
employer branding. But be careful
that it's not just about
communication, of course. There has
to be real groundwork behind it, a
real corporate policy and
communication both internally and
externally. But of course it's a great
reassurance for candidates and
employees alike. Just to see that a
company cares about these issues is
reassuring. The point is that there's
no stage at which you have to be in
order to talk to candidates about
these subjects. It can be as simple as
having the intention to do so, and
that alone can positively encourage
talent to join you, or at least to look
into it.



Be transparent through your
communications (it's obvious that a
company remains an economic player
that can sometimes make mistakes, so,
to avoid happy washing, highlight the
positive actions you've taken and don't
overpromise on objectives you haven't
yet achieved).
Emphasize including employees in your
strategy (this will differentiate you from
your competitors, and talent will feel that
you're a company that listens).
Remain humble and talk only about
concrete actions (to avoid
greenwashing).

Externally: 

Focus more on results than on means
Relay surveys so that employees feel part
of the strategy (a good way to respond to
the quest for meaning mentioned above).
Define CSR ambassadors within teams
(promote best practices, contribute to the
implementation of sustainable actions,
engage other team members, conduct
regular CSR reviews, etc.).

Internally:

For 71% of employees involved in an impact
initiative, it is a process "that has helped

them evolve". 
(IFOP, 2019)

78% of employees would choose to join
a company committed to the

ecological transition (for equivalent
offers)

(2021, according to a survey conducted by the
CSA Institute for Linkedin and ADEME)

CSR : 
A major ally
Adapting to new challenges in terms of ecological regulations and
transparency requirements (with consumers and shareholders) is necessary
for the future of your company. Of course, there are economic issues behind
CSR, but you can turn this to your advantage in your employer brand, to ensure
quality recruitment. I therefore invite you to communicate your CSR strategy
both internally and externally. However, there are a few rules to follow to avoid
happy washing.

Moving towards a virtuous model, committing to the environment, reducing your
carbon footprint, being an impact company and focusing on the positive will enable
you to enhance your employer brand. Indeed, in 2023, simply promising growth is no
longer enough to make yourself desirable to candidates. The subject of "the meaning of
the company" is more than ever "a priority for young graduates".

83% of employees involved in a
solidarity initiative with their company

recommend their employer 
(Korn Ferry, 2018)



It's important to stay on top of
these platforms, and regularly
monitor your online reputation.
There are several ways of doing
this. Firstly, you can hire a
community manager or an
independent agency to carry
out information monitoring and
benchmarks. Secondly, install
softwares such as Google Alerts,
Kantar, Netvibes or Synthesio
(unsponsored) to track your
mentions on the web (blogs,
articles, social networks...).
Thirdly, post regularly on social
medias and be reactive in the
event of bad buzz (i.e., have
good crisis communication
management).

The "Tripadvisorisation" 
of job hunting
There are more and more tools available to candidates to
find out about a company and its reputation, including
platforms such as LinkedIn, Glassdoor, Indeed... Where
everyone can personalize their job search with
increasingly specific criteria, and it's now up to the
company to prove itself, not the other way around.



Glassdoor, 
ally or enemy?
The welcome given to this platform in France has been
mixed, with companies oscillating between the fear of
negative reviews tarnishing their image and the
excitement of free advertising.

In order to reverse this trend, and regain control over your
employer brand communication, it is therefore encouraged to
be active on Glassdoor and respond to reviews (whether
positive or negative), as this will show your commitment to
future employees. In fact, "65% of people who consult
Glassdoor say their perception of a company has changed
after reading a response to a review" (Glassdoor analytics).

However, it has now become part
of everyday life. Its aim is to
provide information that is "more
transparent than brand-driven
corporate discourse", since it is
relayed anonymously by
employees, who are therefore
more inclined to share realistic
opinions without fear of potential
reprisals.

Photo from Glassdoor index with sample table



Talents's
feedbacks

What also stands out is the frustration when the employer presents
employees' mandatory rights as benefits and/or gifts from the employer
(50% reimbursement of transport fares, a kitchen (microwave, coffee
machine), health insurance, etc.).

"We are a family"
"Excessive use of emojis " 🚀"Baby Foot"

"TOO MANY ANGLICISMS"

"Join the adventure"
"Talking about QWL without concrete examples".

Too much positivism in the job description 
(feeling of hypocrisy and over-promise) "Give it your all" 

(felt as not counting the hours)"Lack of information 
about the job"

91%
rank working conditions as

the 1st factor
(followed closely by salary

at 86%, then values and
reputation at 28% and 23%)

80% 
say they would refuse to

apply to a company with a
bad reputation, working

conditions and values that
don't match their

expectations

37% 
say they have already
been victims of happy

washing in their
company (past or

present)

A questionnaire (available in the annex at the end of this white paper)
was carried out to find out what criteria were taken into account when
choosing a company, particularly with regard to employer brand
communication and "happy washing" terms. 

Here's a selection:



TAKE CARE 
OF YOUR 
EMPLOYER BRAND

PART 3 :



Ambassadorship (or "employee advocacy")

This marketing strategy places your employees as ambassadors for
the company (like the CSR strategy mentioned above). To motivate
your employees, you can reward the most active ones, organize
internal competitions, games... Through dynamic, engaging and
creative content, your employees will be able to share testimonials,
"a day in my life" stories, company news and more on their social
networks (LinkedIn, blogs...). 

You can then relay this free publicity to your own networks, career
sites, etc. This will boost talent's confidence and encourage them to
apply, as "a message relayed by an employee generates 8 times
more engagement than if it were broadcast on your corporate page". 
The "spontaneous" voice of your employees means you don't have to
worry about happy washing, and is "more powerful than any
marketing tool" thanks to its authenticity*. What's more, this
ambassadorship strategy will enable you to expand your talent pool
by tapping into your employees' network, thus encouraging direct co-
optation.

Podcast

To highlight your employer brand, all the actions taken in favor of
employee well-being, communicate your news, share testimonials,
your successes in terms of CSR, present the recruitment process,
explain your expectations in terms of talent, promote your future
objectives... What could be better than a native podcast? This mode of
communication has been booming in recent years, and is enjoying
great success. It's an opportunity to let your employees, founders and
even customers have their say! It's a great way to break down the
corporate barrier and let Internet users into your world.

Generate content for 
your employer brand

To stay on top of your reputation, you need to be proactive
and generate recurring, relevant content. To do this, you
have several options.

*Vanksen study



Generate targeted, relevant content for future
candidates
Visually highlight the working environment so
they can imagine themselves working there
Give preference to video format (testimonials
from employees/founders, important events,
tours of the premises, etc.).
Well-marketed job offers to stand out in the
increasingly demanding War for Talent (the
key words are transparency, humor and
honesty).
A simple and explicit recruitment process
(presentation of the different stages...)
Insert links to your various social networks
(79% of candidates consult a company's
social networks before applying)*.
Direct contact with recruiters and employees,
with contact details made available, to
encourage talented people to apply.

Best practices career site

Inbound recruiting 

Based on the Inbound Marketing model, inbound
recruiting makes it possible to promote the
company and its values to qualified talent, using
a Content Marketing strategy. This technique
makes it possible to generate content around the
employer brand, which will be personalized
according to the talent sought.
To reach this target, we recommend sharing this
content on career site and blogs, as "94% of
candidates say they go to the career site to find
out about the company" before applying. This will
help build a long-term relationship with
candidates, with the aim of turning them into
future employees. Of course, all this also helps to
promote the employer brand.



EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
To properly communicate your employer brand, you first need to know how to
manage it internally. 
Here are a few tips for improving the employee experience.

Do an overview
 

(fluidity of onboarding processes,
frequency and quality of

exchanges within the hierarchy,
feeling of employee integration,
opportunities for development,
quality of managerial practices,

QWL, etc.).

HR FOCUS

Consult performance indicators
 

(turnover, resignation during
probation period, eNPS (Employee

Net Promoter Score), internal
promotion rate, absenteeism,

long-term sick leave, etc.)

Don't overlook key moments
 

(Candidate path, preboarding,
onboarding, change of position

(role or department), return from
long leave, offboarding... & set up

surveys throughout these
processes to make employees feel

followed and listened to)

Integrate new trends
 

(Create a new model based on
"people", with the manager

positioned as "leader",
emphasize a hybrid and flexible

work environment, give
meaning back to employees'

missions, all based on trust and
positive leadership).



The manager's role
 

(Good management of meetings
(relevance, duration...), remote

management, feedback
management, management of

mental health prevention at work
(burn-out, bore-out, brown-out...)

Careful selection of
 collaborative tools

 
(Choose tools that are easy for

everyone to master, with an
ergonomic, intuitive interface,

and avoid an infinite number of
tools to avoid confusion and

wasted time)

Take care of the physical and
virtual workspace

 
(In the era of hybrid work, it is
important to set up rituals to

generate links between employees,
such as seminars, team building,

birthdays, informal communication
channels, etc.)

Involving employees in 
CSR policy

 
(CSR commitment strengthens

employee commitment through
concrete actions within the

company, and is also an
excellent lever for attracting
talent and standing out from

competitors)

By following this pattern internally, you can avoid happy washing. Your
employees will feel listened to and supported, and their productivity and
performance will be positively impacted. Less turnover, less sick leave, fewer
burn-outs... After the Covid-19 crisis, employees want to regain a sense of
community, so it's vital to put the "human" back at the heart of corporate
strategies.

AN ANTI-HAPPY WASHING STRATEGY



Employees play a central role in a company's
success. To remain competitive, you need to
adapt to their needs. Tomorrow's talents are
today's students, and their vision of the world
of work will have evolved even further,
compared with that of Generation Z, which is
starting to enter the world of work and differs
greatly from that of the millennials. Flexibility,
listening, transparency, honesty, societal
and environmental commitment - all these
will be highlighted in your employer branding
communications. 

As far as the impact sector is concerned,
highlighting your CSR strategy will be
essential, because in a context of climate
emergency, candidates will be all the more
demanding about the commitments of the
companies they apply to. 

All this, of course, while avoiding happy
washing: beware of the gap between the
reality of your actions and your
communication about them. You need to be
realistic to avoid turnover, burn-out and bad
buzz.

Open communication, which puts "people"
back at the heart of companies, and which
understands the new social and
environmental challenges, is the way to go.

THE BONUS
Employer brand trends 
for 20230



CONCLUSION

New expectations on the part of talent and employees (search
for meaning, need to have a positive impact through one's
work...)
Reversal of the trend (it's now up to the company to prove itself
to candidates).
Transparency
Honesty
Social and environmental commitment (but always avoiding
overpromising)
Company with impact
Reacting to bad buzz and taking matters in hand quickly
(burying your head in the sand is outlawed)
Creation of dynamic and inspiring content by employees
(ambassadorship)
Don't neglect the career site
Put people back at the heart of the company

In this white paper, we look at all the techniques for promoting your
employer brand, avoiding happy washing, attracting qualified
talent, avoiding bad buzz, generating engagement in your
community and staying competitive. 

Little recap:

To meet the new challenges of this decade, we need to challenge
the current business model, because tomorrow's talent will be even
more demanding. Companies will have to be prepared to be
accountable if they don't jump on the transparency bandwagon. A
company is still an entity managed by human beings, and mistakes
can happen. The key is to take responsibility and be ready to
change. Act today to make a difference tomorrow, to become a
model for your competitors and a benchmark for talent!
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ANNEXES
Questionnaire :



Replies: 68 participants









WHITE PAPER Valentine Cannepin

How to avoid "happy washing" in your
employer branding communication?"

We care about our mental health, we want to become better individuals everyday, we
want to do everything in our power to save the planet and have a future. We are in the
midst of an identity crisis, and we want to rethink our core values to have a positive
impact on the world. I wanted brands to understand this new challenge, by giving
them some tips on how to better communicate on their employer brand, because it is
vital for them to have a good reputation. 

The stakes are different now, we want to work at companies who actually care about
us as individuals, and not only as a "work force". We want to be part of something great
and make a difference. Because we spend so much time at work every week, it is
important that the job we have is aligned with our principles. We are ready to take
some time off until we find the perfect match. We are looking for transparency,
honesty, conviction, goodwill and ambition. The companies need to adapt to this new
vision, otherwise they will be left behind. 

In order to do that, there are several strategies they can implement in their employer
brand communication and on jobs applications. 

First of all, be upfront about what they want in a candidate, which profiles they are
interested in, precisely describe the job they are offering,  and not  overpromising
about the company's environment, values, QWL...

Then, to attract qualified talents, they need to communicate about their CSR strategy,
wether it is internally or externally, (the internal part helps the employees in their quest
to find "meaning" to their job, and make them more likely to stay) and their objectives. 
They also need to use their employees as a vector in their communication strategy,
like some king of "EGC" (Employee Generated Content) or ambassadorship. They can
then use this content for their own platforms (LinkedIn, career site, jobs hunting
platforms...). It will be seen as more honest and credible for the users because it is
coming directly from "real people" and not the company itself. The use of inbound
recruiting and native podcasts are also encouraged. 

I am part of the Generation Z, and it has been brought to my attention that
we have a different point of view regarding the notion of work than our
predecessors. 

It is fundamental to be aware of society changes, because the talents of
tomorrow may be even more demanding than the current ones. The
employer brand is the brand's showcase so it needs to be sold properly,
and without exaggerated promises, to stay relevant.


